
• With schedule and handbook in hand, Vincent leads the
- e Richard Winn halls. Open house has always been a great
and students to meet new teachers.
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se is the final reminder that it is almost time to
and flip-flops. It reminds students, parents, and

•...-.=a e that it is time to drag uniform clothes out of the
osets and to prepare classrooms. Open House is
eet new teachers, catch up with friends that have
all summer, and to prepare for the start of a new

Looking Back and Moving On.
Anna Cooke and Vicky Durham step into
Mrs. Wilder's classroom during Open
House to glance at last year's yearbook
and to discuss schedules. During Open
House this year, students were able to pick
up their yearbooks and, like always, get
their schedules to see what classes they
were assigned.

Get Down to Business. Landon
Caulder, the Caulder clan, and Caroline
Poole visit their new second grade
classroom. For the lower school students,
Open House was a great opportunity to
step into the class and get a sneak preview
of the new school year.

f pre-ordering the 2013
any parents took

f the Early-Bird special
Corporation Meeting.

Last Strains of Freedom. Riley
Simpson smiles big for the camera on
her last few days of summer. She took
Open House as chance to wear
something other than uniform attire
while walking the Richard Winn halls.

Brace Yourself. Samantha Wilkes
and family take a look at all of the spirit

Here's a Sneak Peek. Marshall wear items for sale. Parents kept the
Gibbons and Joey Sanchez fill out checkbooks open as they made their
papers for Ms. Cooper's fourth grade way through all the stations set up.
class. Ms. Cooper, a new addition to

r'("--'===::=::J===;)~:A, was eager to get her students on
learning track.


